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On steam you can navigate to the
company of heroes 2 game
directory and go to  A: The
following map hack patch is
provided courtesy of
@MeisterErebus's amazing video
tutorials. This version does not
require a 1-time change to the game
directory and it will run in the
background without any input from
the user. The maphack is provided
courtesy of the developer team
from the amazing [software]
company of heroes. [MAPHACK]
COH 2 - MapHack 27 This
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maphack patch consists of the
following components. Anti-
Discord - You will not be blocked
from discord chat because of the
file. The end result of the maphack
is to grant you access to all
continents. Full access to all game
features. Changing Rules - Change
side rules, map rules, pause rules
and a lot of other gaming features.
Up to 9 categories of game rules are
included such as change side, map
and side rules, some of the actual
options are listed here. Map Zoom
and Pan for all maps. Horizontal
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and Vertical movement for the map.
Pause option to take a break. Land,
Sea and Air movement (Horizontal
and Vertical). Height limitations for
all maps. Rate of fire limitations for
all maps. Character points -
Changes the amount of points you
get for winning a game. Adjustable
into 4 different ranges of game
points. Gold - Changes the amount
of gold you get for a game.
Adjustable into 4 different ranges
of gold. [EGS MAPHACK] -
MapHack (Hacked/Unlocked) From
a small 1.15 support video tutorial,
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we have another [MAPHACK]
version that does not require a
1-time change to the game
directory. NOTE: Please read the
following settings before you launch
the maphack. Enable the MapHack.
Create an EGS Account to use if
you desire. Note: This should be
done before you launch the
maphack. Set your EGS to
"Trophy" before launching the
maphack. "Achievement" should
not be used. You can adjust the
following settings. Gametype Cost
Tele 570a42141b
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